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Abstract
This article presents the openCFS submodule scattered
data reader for coupling multi-physical simulations per-
formed in different simulation programs. For instance,
by considering a forward-coupling of a surface vibration
simulation (mechanical system) to an acoustic propaga-
tion simulation using time-dependent acoustic absorbing
material as a noise mitigation measure. The nearest-
neighbor search of the target and source points from
the interpolation is performed using the FLANN or the
CGAL library. In doing so, the coupled field (e.g., sur-
face velocity) is interpolated from a source representa-
tion consisting of field values physically stored and orga-
nized in a file directory to a target representation being
the quadrature points in the case of the finite element
method. A test case of the functionality is presented in
the ”testsuite” module of the openCFS software called
”Abc2dcsvt”. This scattered data reader module was
successfully applied in numerous studies on flow-induced
sound generation. Within this short article, the function-
ality, and usability of this module are described.

Implementation of the scattered data

reader
Within this contribution, we concentrate on the openCFS
[13] module scattered data reader. The scattered
data reader has several interpolation possibilities and
datatype dependencies, ranging from spatially varying
fields (so-called ”csv”) to spatially and temporally vary-
ing fields (so-called ”csvt” type of scattered data reader).
This csvt is a general implementation of field interpola-
tion inside the finite element method core of openCFS
and will be discussed in the following.

File structure and data organization
Each point of the scattered data points is described by
its coordinates (x,z,y), they are stored in the file name
given in the user definition. A common (offline) approach
to organize the input data is to use separate files. The
organization of the files is done in a master file, point-
ing towards several subfiles. This master file contains
information about the file path of the point location file
and the time step value (physical time), and the path
to the corresponding data file. It lists the timestamps
that correspond to the data in the subsequent files. The
file with the point locations contains the coordinates of
the data points or locations (x,y,z). Each row typically
represents a single point, and the columns correspond to
the spatial dimensions in the Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem (x,y,z). For each time step mentioned in the master
file, there will be a separate data file. These files contain
the values measured at each corresponding point loca-

tion. Each data file is organized as a table, where the
rows represent the points, and the columns represent dif-
ferent data attributes or variables. The number of points
in the geometry and data file must coincide.

Nearest-neighbor search algorithm
As performed in [14], the CGAL [19] or the FLANN [4]
library may be used to conduct the k-nearest-neighbor
search regarding a certain distance measure (norm).
As default setting, an isotropic hypersphere-search (dis-
tances based on the Euclidean norm) is conducted.

Interpolation
An automatic conduction of the interpolation or approxi-
mation techniques to estimate the values at non-provided
points is the purpose of this scattered-data reader. The
interpolation of the data is based on Shepard’s method

f(yk) =
fiwik

δijwik

using the linear combination1 of the data values fi and
weights wik associated to a source point xi

wik =
1

d(xi,xk)p
,

and a target point xk, the weighting exponent p and
with the distance measure d(), e.g., the Euclidean dis-
tances. The interpolation methods can be easily ex-
tended to more sophisticated methods such as kriging,
radial basis functions [7, 17], FEM interpolation based
on triangulation [14].

Connection to the finite element method
The finite element method (FEM) simulation discretizes
the domain into finite elements, each with a quadrature
point set (e.g., Gauss, Gauss-Lobatto, ...). These quadra-
ture points serve as integration points for the numeri-
cal integration of the governing equations within each fi-
nite element. However, the original data might not align
perfectly with the quadrature points, and the scattered
data reader is used to provide the data here. Nearest-
neighbor interpolation is a straightforward and compu-
tationally efficient method used to estimate the values at
the quadrature points based on the data from the scat-
tered points. The process can be summarized in the fol-
lowing steps: Find the nearest neighboring scattered data
points for each quadrature point. This can be achieved by
calculating the distances between the quadrature point
and all the scattered points and selecting the k closest
ones (FLANN or CGAL). Assign weights to the neigh-
boring scattered data points based on their distance to

1Einsteins convention of summation is used.
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the quadrature point and the interpolation method used.
Generally speaking, the closer a scattered point is to the
quadrature point, the higher its weight in the interpo-
lation. Perform a weighted interpolation using a linear
combination of the assigned weights and the data values
of the neighboring scattered-data points. Repeat this
process for all finite elements and quadrature points in
the finite element mesh. After the scattered data reader
completes the nearest-neighbor interpolation, the FEM
simulation can proceed with numerical integration, solv-
ing the governing equations. The scattered data reader
with nearest neighbor interpolation provides a handy tool
for processing irregularly distributed data to boundary
conditions or source terms of multi-physical simulations
using openCFS.

Usage
Within the simulation program, it can be used to inter-
polate field densities as source terms. In FEM simula-
tions, the domain is discretized into finite elements, each
containing a set of quadrature points. Nearest neighbor
interpolation transfers data from scattered points within
the domain to the quadrature points within the finite
elements.

Similar to using the data for the source terms, it can be
used to prescribe inhomogeneous boundaries. In FEM
simulations, boundaries are discretized using quadrature
points to compute boundary integrals. Nearest neigh-
bor interpolation is employed to obtain values at the
quadrature points on the boundary from the scattered
data points.

In both variants, the nearest neighbor interpolation is
applied to transfer data from scattered points to quadra-
ture points within the domain or on the boundary. This
allows the FEM simulation to work with the interpolated
values and perform computations effectively.

Setup
As illustrated in the ”Abc2dcsvt” testsuite example of
openCFS [13], first register a scattered data reader by
the id and the file-name

...

<scatteredData>

<csvt fileName="./csvt/data.descrip" id="myCSVT">

<stepValues col="0"/>

<stepFiles col="1"/>

<coordinates>

<comp dof="x" col="0"/>

<comp dof="y" col="1"/>

<!-- <comp dof="z" col="2"/>-->

</coordinates>

<quantity name="scatter" id="acouPot" knnLib="Flann">

<comp col="0"/>

<!-- <comp dof="y" col="1"/>-->

<!-- <comp dof="z" col="2"/>-->

</quantity>

</csvt>

</scatteredData>

...

The ”stepValues” parameter ”col” defines the line of the
file path to the file containing the source point locations.
With ”stepFiles” and ”col” one defines the line of the
master-file where each physical time is stored (comma-

seperated) followed by the file path to the data files in
the same line. For each time step a new line is added to
the file. The structure of the source point location file is
defined within the xml-tag ”coordinates”. With the xml-
tag ”quantity”, a scattered field is defined by the ”id”
and the nearest-neighbor search library ”Flann”/”Cgal”.
The ”id” is used later for using the ”scatteredData” for
boundaries or source terms using the same ”id” as ”quan-
tityId” (see the second xml snippet).

In multiphysics simulations, different physical processes
often interact with each other at the boundaries. These
interactions may involve gradients, fluxes, or other
boundary conditions that vary spatially and temporally
[8]. The scattered data reader can efficiently organize
and interpolate the inhomogeneous boundary terms to
the corresponding boundary elements, allowing for accu-
rate representation and simulation of complex boundary
conditions. Then, one uses the scattered data for arbi-
trary boundary conditions within an openCFS simulation
file.

...

<normalVelocity name="dombnd">

<scatteredData quantityId="acouPot"/>

</normalVelocity>

...

The same can be done for any field. In this case, the
openCFS community recommends using openCFS-Data
[14].

Application and Summary
This article presents a scattered data reader for connect-
ing segregated multi-physical simulations. For instance,
a hybrid aeroacoustic workflow can be realized efficiently
[10, 5, 18, 20, 6, 2]. The methods’ strength is lever-
aged, as the prescription of inhomogeneous boundary
conditions for calculating the Helmholtz decomposition
[16, 15, 9, 12] is possible. As performed recently, auto-
motive OEMs use many software packages; the method
supports an easy-to-integrate and easy-to-maintain inter-
face [1, 21, 3].

In Multiphysics simulations, it is often computation-
ally efficient to solve individual physical processes sep-
arately (segregated) and then exchange information it-
eratively until convergence is achieved. The scattered
data reader’s capability to handle irregularly distributed
data allows each physical process to be simulated inde-
pendently with its specific boundary and source data,
ensuring accurate coupling between the domains. Con-
sider a multiphysics simulation involving fluid-structure
interaction (FSI), where the fluid and structural domains
are simulated independently and exchange information
at the interface in each iteration. The scattered data
reader can facilitate this information exchange by han-
dling the irregularly distributed data at the interface,
ensuring consistent and accurate coupling between the
fluid and structural simulations.

In this article, the scattered data reader module of
openCFS was presented. The method can use CGAL
or FLANN libraries for the geometrical operations. In



doing so, the reader provides an easy-to-integrate and
easy-to-maintain interface for segregated multi-physical
simulations using openCFS. In conclusion, the scattered
data reader’s ability to organize and interpolate inhomo-
geneous boundary terms and source values is paramount
in multiphysics simulations. Its capability to handle
irregularly distributed data points allows for an accu-
rate representation of complex boundary conditions and
sources, enabling researchers and engineers to perform
segregated simulations of coupled physical phenomena ef-
ficiently and accurately. Finally, an automated method
for predicting outliers in the offline connection may be
valuable to consider [11]. The combination with the auto-
mated outlier detection makes the scattered data reader
a valuable and robust tool in various scientific and engi-
neering domains where multiphysics simulations are es-
sential for gaining insights and making informed deci-
sions.
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